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Mirrors
Sally Oldfield

 Mirrors    Sally Oldfield
Beautiful song that I couldn t find here.

It should be played in C but played as G at Capo 5 to bring the tinkling notes
forward
.BRING YOUR OWN VOICE!.
First 4 lines of first verses can be picked just  on 5th and 6th strings. Use
capo as you wish.
Some key changes.  
      
  
[Chorus]
 NC       G
Oh we are mirrors in the sun and we brightly shine
G
We are singing and dancing in perfect time
G
There is nothing in the world that we can do 
G
To stop the light of love come shining through

[Verse 1]
Am                                  G       
And the fire of a newborn moment is shining round you - Kiele aloha
Am                          G
Hey, a perfect stranger, a feeling I know  you, - Kiele aloha
Am                         D      C       Bm          Am
Hey, come be with me for we are, we are, we are,      perfect

[Chorus]
G
Mirrors in the sun and we brightly shine
G
We are singing and dancing in perfect time
G
There is nothing in the world that we can do
G
To stop the light of love come shining through

[Verse 2]
Am                                 G
And the fire of a golden light is shining round you - Kiele aloha
Am                           G
Hey, the wind is cold and I long to hold you  - Kiele aloha
 
[Interlude]
Am            D      C       Bm           Am



[Verse 3]

Bm                                           A
and the streets were filled with bells and the sky was falling -Kiele aloha
Bm                                          A
There so many things I long to tell you, hear me calling - kiele aloha
Bm                            E        D       C#m       Bm
Hey, come be with  me for     we are, we are, we are,    perfect

  A         E/G#             F#m       E

[Chorus]
 A
Mirrors in the sun and we brightly shine
A
We are singing and dancing in perfect tim
A
There is nothing in the world    that we   can do
A
To stop the light of love   come shining through
 A            A
We are mirrors... repeat to fade

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D1sErzyh1Z0
 


